09:00 - 09:30
Registration & coffee
Registration for attendees who are joining the site visit starts at the event
venue Steigenberger Inselhotel at 09:00! If you are not joining the technical
site visit, you can register yourself later during the networking lunch.
09:30 - 13:30
Technical site visit: voestalpine Signaling's 'Acoustic Monitoring Sensor' at SBB's location in
Winterthur (only limited seats available)
Technical site visit to SBB's location in Winterthur, Switzerland, where the first acoustic monitoring
solution has recently been installed. Expert guides from voestalpine Signaling will present the software of
the monitoring solution as well as the installed hardware on track.
The buses for the site visit will leave from the event venue Steigenberger Inselhotel. Please note that the
the site visit will be split into two groups Group 1 from 09:30-12:30 and Group 2 from 10:30-13:30. You
will receive information on which group you are in, one week prior to the event.

13:30 - 14:30
Networking lunch

14:30 - 17:15
SESSION I - The latest developments in Wayside Train Monitoring
Wayside Train Monitoring Systems (WTMS) as a data source open up a world of opportunity, especially
when you have the means to extract and gain insights from this data. This, then, can inform rail
infrastructure management, guide maintenance and renewal demands and underpin Railway Asset Life
Cycle Management.
But how do you extract and utilise this data? What does it mean for asset management and capacity
management? And how does one go about measuring the impact that data has?

14:30 - 14:35
Opening and welcome to the Intelligent Rail Summit 2022
Nick Augusteijn
Chief Editor of RailTech.com & moderator of the Intelligent Rail Summit 2022
14:35 - 14:55
Digitalisation in a Greenfield Project
Andy Billington
Innovation and Digital Architecture Team Leader, RB Rail AS

14:55 - 15:15
From Wayside Train Monitoring to Wayside Intelligence
Stefan Koller
Head of Wayside Train Monitoring Systems, Swiss Federal Railways (SBB)

15:15 - 15:35
Implementation of Way Side Train Monitoring in the Netherlands
Paul Kootwijk
Program Manager Innovation & New Technology DataLab, ProRail
Inge Kalsbeek
Maintenance Development Engineer, NS

15:35 - 16:00
Coffee break

16:00 - 16:20
Challenges of Data Implementation and process change
Richard Lenthall
Vice President – Customer Management, voestalpine Signaling Siershahn GmbH
16:20 - 16:40
Fibre Optic Movement Sensing: A new method for monitoring railway condition
Ed Austin
Managing Director, Focus Sensors Ltd.
16:40 - 17:15
PANEL DISCUSSION | Which should take precedence: Availability or infrastructure condition?
European rail infrastructure is heavily used, which often leaves limited time for maintenance. With
such initiatives as the Shift2Rail programme, the maintenance window might become even smaller.
For a functioning railway system, both the availability and the condition of the infrastructure are
essential. How can operators and infrastructure managers find the right balance?
This panel discussion will be joined by:
Klaus-Ulrich Wolter (DB Systemtechnik)
Sami Saloheimo (VR FleetCare)
Paul Kootwijk (ProRail)

17:15 - 18:15
Networking drinks

19:00 - 22:00
Networking dinner
Enjoy dinner together with other attendees, speakers, partners and the
organisation of the Intelligent Rail Summit 2022. The dinner takes place in an
atmospheric and traditional restaurant "Constanzer Wirtshaus".
Address:
Spanierstraße 3
78467 Konstanz, Germany

09:30 - 10:00
Registration & coffee

10:00 - 12:00
SESSION II - Maintaining the railway network in the best condition through asset management
Being able to predict when damage might occur or what the remaining useful life of an asset is,
allows companies to better schedule and plan maintenance. This could result in more efficiency and,
thus, in cost savings. But how do we align maintenance needs with maintenance capacity? And can
data collection help forecasts the condition of an asset?
10:05 - 10:25
Budgets and their consequences in infrastructure quality and long-term costs
Anna Oprandi
Head of Civil Engineering Structures, Swiss Federal Railways (SBB)
10:25 - 10:45
Digitalising railway infrastructure: Data-driven strategic asset management
Christian Blättler
Manager Strategic Asset Management, Technology & Investments, AFRY
10:45 - 11:05
Infra monitoring from passenger trains
Paul van der Voort
Program manager DataLab, ProRail

11:05 - 11:25
Remote Condition Monitoring of Track Geometry and Ride Comfort from Inservice Trains
Colin Smith McGloin
Product Manager, Unipart Rail
11:25 - 12:00
PANEL DISCUSSION | Spending on assets and innovation: A means to achieve savings or first
victim when cost-cutting?
The railway sector is trying to cope with the elevated costs of materials in the wake of the COVID-19
pandemic. This cost issue is now exacerbated by the sharp increase in energy costs. Should limited
resources now be going towards innovations such as predictive maintenance and the monitoring of
energy consumption, in order to achieve more efficiency and thereby reduce cost?
This panel discussion will be joined by:
Anna Oprandi (SBB)
Christian Blättler (AFRY)
Christian Aichberger (voestalpine Railway Systems)

12:00 - 13:00
Networking lunch

13:00 - 14:20
SESSION III - Asset management of railway infrastructure: How to analyse data in order to turn
it into crucial information?
Advances in monitoring technology, computing and AI machine learning have opened up new
avenues for data analysis. With modular software-as-a-service solutions (SaaS), companies also gain
more tailored services for their needs. In this session, our speakers will showcase the various options
asset managers have at their disposal to ensure the optimisation of railway infrastructure and how to
best make strategic decisions.
13:00 - 13:20
Implementation of Condition Monitoring on Railway Infrastructure - Results in
Finland
Sami Saloheimo
Senior Specialist, Condition Monitoring, VR FleetCare
13:20 - 13:40
On Board Monitoring for Railway infrastructure: Extracting Indicators for
Diagnosis & Prognosis of Critical Components
Cyprien Hoelzl
Doctoral Student, ETH Zürich, Chair of Structural Mechanics and Monitoring
13:40 - 14:00
Long-term behaviour of padded concrete sleepers on reduced ballast bed
thickness
Ursula Ehrhart
University Assistant at the Institute of Railway Engineering and Transport Economy,
Graz University of Technology
14:00 - 14:20
Reducing the environmental impact of railway infrastructure using LCA and
EPD methodologies
Christian Aichberger
Sustainability Expert, voestalpine Railway Systems GmbH

14:20 - 14:50
Coffee break

14:50 - 16:00
SESSION IV - Data-driven solutions: Digital twins and triplets
There are a variety of ways to generate data and to turn that data into information. Some of the more
recent phenomena to generate information for asset management are the data-driven digital twins or
even triplets. In this session, we’ll discuss the role of artificial intelligence, algorithms and machine
learning in data-driven solutions for asset management.

14:50 - 15:10
Towards a Data-driven Operational Digital Twin for Railway Wheels
Katharina Rombach
PhD Candidate, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne
15:10 - 15:30
Digital Triplet as a basis for Asset Management
Roel Koehein
Manager Business Development, GeoNext
15:30 - 15:55
PANEL DISCUSSION | Digital twin in asset management and maintenance: The human factor in
the digital domain
Digital twin is a relatively new phenomenon, yet more and more organisations are discovering the
potential digital twins. But how to make the most of this technology? And how do get everyone on
board in incorporating digital twins?
This panel discussion will be joined by:
Roel Koehein (GeoNext)
Paul Kootwijk (ProRail)
15:55 - 16:00
Closing of the Intelligent Rail Summit 2022
Nick Augusteijn
Chief Editor of RailTech.com & moderator of the Intelligent Rail Summit 2022

16:00 - 17:00
Networking drinks

voestalpine Railway Systems is the global leader for system solutions in the field of railway
infrastructure, offering outstanding products, logistics and services for rails, turnouts, signaling
and monitoring applications. A fully integrated material chain and value-adding industry setups
beyond steel enable voestalpine to understand the interdependencies of all the track
components in order to optimize the performance and life cycle cost of the system. An
international network of companies and their access to customers is the basis for our know-how
and ongoing product and process improvements. More than 50 production and sales facilities
ensure maximum understanding and knowledge of local conditions and customer demands. With
smart digital solutions voestalpine Railway Systems provides the basis for modern track
management concepts to guarantee “Performance on Track".

AFRY is a European leader in engineering, design, and advisory services, with a global reach. We
accelerate the transition towards a sustainable society. We are 16,000 devoted experts in
infrastructure, industry, energy and digitalisation, creating sustainable solutions for generations to
come. Making Future.

Himmelsbach GmbH
Railway checkpoints for inspection and monitoring of passing trains. Recognition of UIC number,
hazard code, UN number, dangerous good icon, open dome, types of scrap and more with AI
algorithms. Clearance observation day/night, video surveillance and inspection of passing trains
with cameras and multi-sensor-systems. For refineries, steel mills, industrial plants, railway
operators. Technology innovator for more than 20 years according to the principle: Sensors +
Software = Solutions.

RailTech.com is a global platform for railway professionals to share and expand their
knowledge on new technologies and projects in the railway industry. We write daily news, send
out weekly email newsletters, publish special digital magazines, and organise conferences,
exhibitions and webinars. We are specifically focused on covering the following topics:
Technical developments in the railway business
Track and material
Maintenance
Digitalisation and transformation of the industry
Environment & sustainability
Featuring new start-ups

